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On Tuesday, Bill Gates warned of pandemics

[https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/bill-gates-covid-next-pandemic-

b1996186.html] yet to come that are worse than the current one. His comments come as

he continues to push vaccines through his Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovation
(CEPI [https://uncoverdc.com/2021/04/20/covid-19-and-vaccines-what-do-we-really-

know/] ). Gates founded the global partnership—which is focused on developing vaccines—

in 2017 in Davos along with the governments of Norway and India, Wellcome

[https://uncoverdc.com/2021/07/14/faucis-emergency-teleconference-the-players/] , and

the World Economic Forum (WEF [https://uncoverdc.com/2021/07/02/the-great-reset-

covid-19-cyberattacks-china-blackrock/] ).

A prominent vaccine-based giver, Bill Gates publicly discussed his plan to reduce the world
population [https://www.worldometers.info/] by 10 or 15 percent in a 2010 TED talk.

Notably, Gates’ depopulation agenda came on the heels of a secret 2009 meeting of

billionaires [https://www.wsj.com/articles/BL-WHB-1322] he’d assembled to allegedly

discuss shrinking the world’s population. During his notorious February 2010, TED talk—

with over 8.1 million views—Gates unveiled his vision for the future, his significant role in

pushing vaccines, his views on climate change, and his goal of zero-carbon emissions

globally by 2050. In the talk, Gates specifically outlined his vision to depopulate

[https://www.populationmedia.org/2009/07/02/billionaire-club-in-bid-to-curb-
overpopulation/] humankind by over one billion people, stating:
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“The world today has 6.8 billion people. That’s heading up to about nine billion. Now, if

we do a really great job on new vaccines, health care, reproductive health services, we

could lower that [the world population] by 10 or 15 percent.”

Screenshot / HCG Found in WHO Tetanus Vaccine in Kenya
[https://www.scribd.com/document/553693449/HCG-Found-in-WHO-Tetanus-Vaccine-in-Kenya-Raises-
Concern-in-the-Developing-World] Raises Concern in the Developing World; Open Access Library Journal; A
chronology of milestone events leading up to and including the current research project based on the WHO “tetanus”
campaign in Kenya 2013-2015.

May 2009 Meeting of “The Good Club” & Gates’ Obsession with
Vaccines

The 2009 clandestine meeting of billionaires [https://www.wsj.com/articles/BL-WHB-1322]

that huddled before Gates’ TED presentation included Bill Gates

[https://docs.gatesfoundation.org/documents/foundation-timeline.pdf] , Warren Buffett

[https://philanthropynewsdigest.org/news/warren-buffett-to-give-bulk-of-fortune-to-gates-

foundation] , David Rockefeller [https://www.rbf.org/about/our-history/timeline/planned-

parenthood] , Eli Broad, George Soros [https://uncoverdc.com/2022/01/18/highest-court-

in-texas-rules-ag-has-no-unilateral-prosecutory-power-for-election-fraud/] , Ted Turner
[https://globalhealth.org/ted-turner-and-bill-gates-how-they-see-mobile-health/] , Oprah

Winfrey, and Michael Bloomberg. Citing a story in the Times of London, the WSJ points out
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that on May 5, the billionaire philanthropists (dubbed “The Good Club”) met behind closed

doors in Manhattan at the private residence of the president of Rockefeller University.

According to the article, the world’s wealthiest [https://uncoverdc.com/2021/02/16/who-is-

behind-the-shadow-campaign-fortifying-our-elections/] discussed health care, education,

“and—by far the most controversial—slowing the global population growth.” The article
stated:

“Taking their cue from Gates, they agreed that overpopulation was a priority,” the

article said, adding that “this could result in a challenge to some Third World

politicians who believe contraception and female education weaken traditional values.”

In addition to Gates, the hush-hush meeting

[https://web.archive.org/web/20090527012612/http://philanthropy.com/news/updates/ind

ex.php?id=8331] was organized by Mr. Rockefeller and Mr. Buffet, who shifted over $31

billion of his assets to Gates around the same time. A probable precursor to the Great Reset

widely promoted by Klaus Schwab and the WEF, the meeting was held in response to the

significant global economic downturn [https://www.britannica.com/topic/American-

Recovery-and-Reinvestment-Act] and the “multiple health and environmental crises

plaguing the globe.” During the intimate dinner and discussion, the oligarchs discussed their
primary concern for the planet, followed by Gates’ billionaire friends and other major

foundations contributing to his foundation’s vaccine efforts.  

Screenshot / WSJ

Already involved in vaccines for fertility regulation, the Rockefeller’s clear involvement in

population control is discussed in more detail later in the article. Like the Rockefellers, CNN
founder Ted Turner has voiced concerns about overpopulation for decades. A 1996 interview

with Audubon magazine quoted Turner [https://www.goodreads.com/topic/show/1961414-
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the-overpopulation-myth-part-1] as saying, “We’re all 5 billion of us on this little earth

swimming around in space, and there’s too many of us. A total (world) population of 250-

300 million people, a 95% decline from present levels, would be ideal.” Some even believe

Turner is the anonymous creator [https://www.gwinnettdailypost.com/archive/mccullough-

georgia-guidestones-lead-to-more-questions/article_99bb53e4-e638-5e68-ab33-
c2ea28ebde57.html] behind the Georgia Guidestones—the granite tablets that sit atop a

rural hill about 30 minutes from CNN headquarters. The First Guide says in the engraved

script:

“Maintain humanity under 500 million in perpetual balance with nature.”

With pandemics offering a platform to mass-distribute vaccines, “The Good Club” gathering

occurred at the height of the H1N1 swine flu “pandemic.” In April 2009, just a month before

the billionaire’s meeting, Gates and the World Health Organization (WHO) were advised by

Professor Neil Ferguson [https://littlesis.org/person/371460-Neil_Ferguson#] of Imperial

College, London, that “40 percent of people in the UK could be infected [with H1N1

[https://www.gatesnotes.com/Health/A-Better-Response-to-the-Next-Pandemic] ] within

the next six months if the country was hit by a pandemic.”  

Screenshot / World Bank Group “How to End the COVID-19 Pandemic by March 2022.”
[https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/35454/How-to-End-the-COVID-19-Pandemic-by-March-
2022.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y] Sources: The COVAX, Duke Global Health Innovation Center, World Population
Prospects, news sources. Notes: Includes only known pre-purchases of vaccines with reported efficacy greater than 50% in
Phase 3 trials. Some deals for which the number of courses is not available in the public domain may not have been
recorded. Orders by multilateral organizations (e.g., the COVAX AMC, European Union, African Union) are distributed to
eligible members in proportion to their population. China is allocated all uncontracted production capacity of Sinovac,
Sinopharm, and CanSino. Russia is allocated all uncontracted production capacity of Gamaleya, and India is allocated all
uncontracted production capacity of Bharat Biologics, and the uncontracted doses of the domestically-licensed
AstraZeneca/Oxford and Novavax, which are under license for production in the country by the Serum Institute of India (SII).

Among his many alliances [https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-sage-

register-of-participants-interests/sage-covid-19-register-of-participants-interests] ,

Ferguson is Principal Investigator for the Gates Foundation, Gavi and COVAX
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[https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/35454/How-to-End-the-

COVID-19-Pandemic-by-March-2022.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y] ; the Director of the

WHO [https://www.who.int/workforcealliance/members_partners/member_list/gates/en/] ‘s

Collaborating Center for Infectious Disease Modeling; an Adviser to the WHO

[https://uncoverdc.com/2021/10/22/who-seeks-more-power-in-future-pandemics/] on
multiple disease topics, including COVID-19; an Adviser to U.S. government agencies,

departments, and states for pandemic modeling, planning, and response; and a past

consultant on pandemic threats to the World Bank.

Undoubtedly, with generous support from Bill Gates, Ferguson is largely responsible for the

first coronavirus Lockdown Model [https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-01003-6]

launched on March 11, 2020, that was implemented
[https://uncoverdc.com/2020/11/13/are-national-lockdowns-in-our-future/] around the

world. Based on initial predictions of 600,000 deaths in the U.K., the mathematical model

[https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/dec/10/omicron-could-overwhelm-nhs-if-

virulent-as-delta-neil-ferguson-says]  has since been reformulated at least three times

by Ferguson [https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/neil-ferguson-on-modelling-covid-

19/id469912037?i=1000492088453] . His latest predictive model was used to justify the

Fourth Wave Lockdowns that swept across Europe in late 2021. With both the funding and

the power to turn fiction into reality, Gates [https://www.healthdata.org/news-release/bill-
melinda-gates-foundation-boosts-vital-work-university-washingtons-institute] himself has

spent a fortune on predictive pandemic models to illustrate what sort of event will kill the

most people in the near future.

Screenshot / IHME Global COVID-19 Projections [https://covid19.healthdata.org/global?view=cumulative-deaths&tab=map] ;
Daily Deaths

November 2010 Meeting on the Future of Cell Phones in Health Care
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Shortly after speaking at the TED conference, Bill Gates

[https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/11/bill-gates-pandemic-covid-coronavirus-work-

travel-business-digital] was a keynote speaker at the November 2010 mHealth Summit

organized by the Foundation for the National Institutes of Health (FNIH, which, by 2010,

had received $300 million [https://www.healthcareitnews.com/news/bill-gates-keynotes-
mhealth-summit-focuses-saving-children] in donations from Bill Gates), the National

Institutes of Health (NIH

[https://www.fic.nih.gov/ResearchTopics/Pages/MobileHealth.aspx] ) and Microsoft External

Research [https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/blog/bill-gates-talks-about-mhealth/?

lang=fr_ca] . Hosted by the United Nations Foundation

[https://unfoundation.org/media/bill-gates-named-keynote-speaker-at-the-2010-mhealth-

summit/] , the stated goal of the mHealth Alliance is to promote the use of mobile devices

to improve global health, especially in low-income nations. The partnership was created in
2008 by the Rockefeller Foundation, the Vodafone Foundation

[https://www.vodafone.com/vodafone-foundation] , the UN Foundation and includes

founding members of MHealth Alliance [http://mhealthalliance.org/about/] , including HP

[https://www.mobihealthnews.com/9419/hp-donates-1-million-to-mhealth-alliance] , GSM

Association [https://www.bloomberg.com/profile/company/1065262D:LN] , and Norad

[https://www.norad.no/en/front/about-norad/news/eight-grants-given-to-improve-womens-

and-childrens-health-using-mobile-technology/] . 

Speaking to an audience of over 2,000 conference attendees from around the world, Gates

declared the simple critical health care metric that “we as a society” should constantly be

trying to improve is the number of children who die before age 5. At the time of his speech,

Gates said that number was 8.5 million. He pointed out that in 1960, it was 20 million.

According to Gates, the dramatic reduction in deaths—from 20 million to 8.5 million—is the

direct result of vaccines. 

Providing ongoing funding to scientists worldwide to research mobile phone applications for

improving health, Gates was asked his views on the critical applications for mobile health

and specific examples of what will be most impactful. With Gates also funding every major

global health initiative of the last two decades, he set the stage to support digital vaccine

passports [https://id2020.org/] when he responded:

“Vaccines are going to be the key. How would cell phones fit in? If you knew, if you
could register every birth on a cell phone

[https://www.altexsoft.com/blog/business/digital-transformation-stories-how-pfizer-

and-halifax-health-foster-innovations-in-healthcare/] , get fingerprints, get a location,

then you could take these systems where you go around and make sure the

immunization happens, you could run them in a more effective way.

When I think about the biggest impacts of cell phones, I think of patient reminders.
[Also], remind mothers to do various things, particularly in that first year of life.

[With] this sort of digital patient record, the high payoff is in vaccination coverage.”
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The event, which featured over 100 exhibitors, was held in Washington, D.C., and was

sponsored by Verizon Wireless. Other sponsors joined Verizon, including Abbott Labs,

American Telemedicine Association, CTIS, McKesson Foundation, Microsoft Research,

Qualcomm, Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, Skype, the West Wireless Health Institute,

and Pfizer [https://www.pfizer.com/about/responsibility/global-impact/the-gavi-alliance] .

Screenshot / revisesociology.com [https://revisesociology.com/2021/02/12/criticisms-covid-vaccine/]

Study Supports WHO & Gates Depopulation Agenda

Repeating his intent to curb population growth, Gates told CNN’s Sanjay Gupta

[https://youtu.be/U_Gi6cf-jiI]  in 2011 that “the benefits [of vaccines] are there in terms of

reducing sickness, reducing population growth.” Repeatedly, Gates’s alarming quotes have
disturbed those aware of his preoccupation with vaccines. His quotes have raised concerns

that perhaps a sinister motive

[https://www.researchgate.net/publication/320641479_HCG_Found_in_WHO_Tetanus_Vacc

ine_in_Kenya_Raises_Concern_in_the_Developing_World]  for population reduction might

be the driving force behind Gates’ obsession. 
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These depopulation concerns were highlighted in 2014 when three independent accredited

biochemistry labs in Nairobi tested samples from vials of the Gates-funded WHO tetanus

vaccines. The tests revealed that nearly 3 million women unknowingly received vaccines

laced with a sterilant and contraceptive.

Moreover, a 2017 Open Access Library paper

[https://www.scirp.org/journal/paperinformation.aspx?paperid=81838] on the incident,

titled “HCG Found in WHO Tetanus Vaccine in Kenya Raises Concern in the Developing

World,” supported 2014 concerns raised by the Catholic Church asserting an “abortifacient

vaccine was being used as a tetanus prophylactic.” Indeed, the authors concluded: 

“Given that hCG was found in at least half the WHO vaccine samples known by the

doctors involved in administering the vaccines to have been used in Kenya, our

opinion is that the Kenya “anti-tetanus” campaign was reasonably called into question

by the Kenya Catholic Doctors Association as a front for population growth reduction.”

Further backing up the notion that what happened in Kenya was part of a well thought out

plan between Gates and the WHO to reduce the global population, a 1968 Annual Report

[http://deanslist.info/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Annual-Report-1968.pdf] of The
Rockefeller Foundation (p. 52) calls for “progress on immunological methods, such as

vaccines, to reduce fertility.” Twenty years later, The Rockefeller Foundation’s 1988 Annual

Report [http://deanslist.info/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Annual-Report-1988.pdf]

mentions a substantial grant given to India for “a large anti-fertility vaccine for women.”

Then, another generous donation is listed on page 56 “for research on a potential

contraceptive vaccine [https://www.ewtn.com/catholicism/library/babykilling-vaccine-is-it-

being-stealth-tested-11055] based on beta-hCG synthesized bacteria”—just a few years

before the experiments in Mexico, Nicaragua, and the Philippines
[https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/12346214/]  that took place in 1993.
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Screenshot / The Rockefeller Foundation 1988 Annual Report, pg. 56

As signs continue [https://uncoverdc.com/2022/01/04/why-are-they-changing-the-covid-

narrative/] to point to an end [https://www.cnn.com/2022/01/18/health/us-coronavirus-

tuesday/index.html] of the current pandemic

[https://www.thedesertreview.com/opinion/columnists/humanitys-whistleblower-dr-robert-

malone-sounds-the-alarm/article_e9c05e86-6ccf-11ec-9417-bbc21429de9c.html] , Gates’

Tuesday proclamation of future catastrophic pandemics

[https://uncoverdc.com/2021/05/31/vaccine-expert-warns-we-made-a-big-mistake/] is just

one of many he’s made over the years as he funds and orchestrates global exercises to
prepare vaccines for them. At the 2017 Munich Security Conference in Germany, he warned

the world about a potential catastrophe, predicting
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[https://www.forbes.com/sites/brucelee/2017/02/19/bill-gates-warns-of-epidemic-that-will-

kill-over-30-million-people/?sh=3879b694282f] :

“Whether it occurs by a quirk of nature or at the hand of a terrorist, epidemiologists
say a fast-moving airborne pathogen could kill more than 30 million people in less

than a year. And they say there is a reasonable probability the world will experience

such an outbreak in the next 10 to 15 years.”
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